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CUTWIDTH OF THE r-DIMENSIONAL MESH
OF d-ARY TREES*

IMRICH VRTO 1

Abstract. We prove that the cutwidth of the r-dimensional mesh
of d-ary trees is of order B(Sr~1^n+1)i which improves and generalizes
previous results.

Mathematics Subject Classification. 05C78, 68M07, 90B18.

1. INTRODUCTION

The cutwidth is a fundamental parameter of interconnection networks which
plays an important role in the VLSI design [7]. Informally, the cutwidth problem
is to find a linear layout of vertices of a graph and a drawing of its edges as semiarcs
above the line so that the maximum number of cuts of a vertical line separating
consécutive vertices with edges is minimized. The corresponding décision prob-
lem is TVP-complete in gênerai but is solvable in polynomial time for trees [10].
Very little is known on the exact or even approximate values of the cutwidth of
spécifie graphs, see e.g. [6,8,9]. We study the cutwidth of the r-dimensional mesh
of d-ary trees MT(r,d^n), denoted by cw(MT{r,d,n)). This graph is defined as
follows. For d > 2,n > 1, let T(d,n) dénote the complete d-ary tree of depth n.
For r > 1, consider an r-dimensional dn-sided array of drn vertices, Each vertex
corresponds to a dn-ary vector (û,i2, ...,v) where 1 < ij < dn, for 1 < j < r.
For any fixed j , call a row the set of any dn vertices of the array such that the
corresponding vectors difïer in the j-th position only. We say that the row is of
dimension j . On each row of the array, put T(d,n) such that the vertices of the
row are the leaves of the tree, in a natural way. The resulting graph generalizes
both the well known r-dimensional mesh of binary trees [4,5], i.e. MT(r, 2, n) as
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well as the 2-dimensional mesh of d-ary trees [2], i.e. MT(2,d,n). Those graphs
were proposed as possible interconnection networks of parallel computers [1,3-5]
for they combine together the mesh and tree structure. The graph MT(r, d1 n)
has d(r-Vn(dn+l + (r - l)dn - r)/(d - 1) vertices. Barth [2] proved an upper
and lower bound for the cutwidth of MT(2,d,n) of orders O(dn+2) and fl(dn),
respectively. In this paper we show that cw(MT(r,d,n)) = 6 ( ^ r ~ 1 ^ + 1 ) , where
the upper and the lower bound difïer by a small multiplicative factor. The upper
bound is obtained by a recursive linear layout while the lower bound is derived
using refinements of standard methods in the field.

2. PRELIMINARIES

The cutwidth problem is defined as follows. For a graph G = (V,£7), |V| = n,
let 7T : V —> {1, 2,..., n} be a 1-1 labeling of vertices of G. Dénote

cw(G, 7r) = max{|{m; G E : n(u) < i < ir(v)}\}-

Then cutwidth of G is defined as

cw(G) =

The problem can be viewed as a placing of vertices of G into integer points 1,2,
3,...., n of the x-axis and a drawing of edges above the line x. That is why we will
often speak about a linear layout.

. Let Gi = (Vi,£i) and G2 = (V2,E2) be graphs such that |Vx| < \V2\. Let X c
V2y \X\ — \Vx\. An embedding of G\ in G2 with respect to X is a couple of
mappings (0, ifc) satisfying

4> : Vi —> X is an injection, ip : Ex —» {set of all paths in G2},

such that if uv G E± then ijj{uv) is a path between <f>{u) and <j>(v). Define the
congestion d in G2 with respect to X

cgx(GuG2) = min max{|{/ G E± : e G

The bisection width of the graph G = (V, E), with respect to X C V, denoted by
bwx(G), is the minimum number of edges in G whose removal divides G into G\ =
(Vu Ex) andG2 = (V2,E2) such that \\X n Vi| - \X f) V2\\ < 1. If X = V then we
use bw(G) only.

If Km dénotes the complete graph on m vertices let JC(ry d
n) dénote the Cartesian

product of r copies of Kdn.
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3. OPTIMAL BOUNDS

In this section we prove asymptotically optimal upper and lower bounds on the
cutwidth of the r-dimensional mesh of d-ary trees.

Theorem 3.1. For any d > 2, n > 1 and r > 1

Proof. Upper Bound. We construct a linear layout of MT(r, d, n) recursively. For
the sake of clarity we assume that d is even. For odd d the proof is similar.

Firstly, consider the case n = 1. We claim that there exists a linear layout nrii
of MT(r,d,l) with

The claim is trivial for r = 1. Let r > 1 and assume that we have constructed a
layout TIY-1,1 of MT(r — 1, d, 1) with

ew(MT(r-l,d,l),nr.ltl) <

We say that the T(d, 1) is of j- th dimension if the corresponding row of its leaves
is of j-th dimension. Deleting the dr~l roots of all T(d, l)'s of the dimension r
we get dr~x copies of MT(r -~ 1, d, 1). Place these graphs consecutively on a line
using 7rr_i,i. Then insert the deleted roots with incident edges in such a way that
each inserted star increases the current cutwidth by d/2. Hence we have by the
inductive assumption

cw(MT(r,d,lUr,i) < cw(MT(r - l)(i,lUr-hi) + y < ^ify

Secondly, let n > 1. Consider MT(r7 d, n). Assume we have a linear layout 7rr5n_i
of MT(r, d,n- .1). Deleting all rS7"1^ roots of the trees T(d,n) in MT{r, d, n)
we get dr graphs isomorphic to MT(r,d,n—l). To imagine this fact one can first
restrict to the case d = 2 and r = 2,3. The extension for d > 2 and r > 3 is
straighforward. For each MT(r, d, n — 1) take its "array" vertex with the smallest
corresponding vector, where we assume the lexicographie order, the leftmost posi-
tion is the least significant. We get dr représentatives of all graphs MT(r, d, n— 1).
Sort the représentatives lexicographically and place the graphs MT(r, d, n — 1) on
a line consecutively using 7rr)n_i, in the order given by the représentatives. In-
sert the deleted roots with incident edges, such that the cutwidth of each single
star is d/2. We claim that the inserted roots of all trees of the j - th dimension
increase the current cutwidth by d^r~1^n~1^+J72. In fact observe that for j = 1
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the number of roots of all trees of the lst dimension, whose incident edges can
overlap is d^r~1^n~1\ One such root contribute to the current cutwidth by d/2.
So the contribution of the above roots of the lst dimension to the current cutwidth
is d^7*"1^71"1) x d/2. Let j = 2. The ordering of MT(r,d,n — l)'s on the line im-
plies that the number of roots of all trees of the 2nd dimension, whose incident
edges can overlap, is d times more than in the case j = 1. This gives an increase
of the current cutwidth by d x d^""1^71"1) x d/2, and so on. Finally, if j = r, the
number of roots of all trees of the r-th dimension, whose incident edges can overlap
is dr~1 x d^r~1^n~1\ i.e. all d^"1^ root vertices of the r-th dimension, and their
contribution to the current cutwidth is d^r~1^n+1/2. The case d = 2,r — 3 is very
instructive to imagine this claim.

Hence we have a layout ?rr)n of MT(r^ d, n), with

cw(MT(r,d,n),nr^n) < cw(MT(r,d^n — 1),7iy )n_i) H— \ J -

d ,n l ) , 7 r r , n _ 1 ) + ^

The solution of this récurrent relation with the initial condition (3.1) is

Lower Bound. We use a simple observation that for any graph G = (F, E) and
any X c F

cu;(G) >6wx(G). (3.2)

We apply the following lower bound formula

> (3.3)

It was implicitely proved by Leighton [4] with 'G i = K\vx\i Wi\ = W
Our generalization is straightforward.

Let X dénote the set of leaves of all T(d,n)'s in MT(r,d,n). Thus |X| = drn.
Put G: = JC(r,dn) and G2 = MT(r,d,n). If the vertices of Kdn are labelled
by l,2,...,dn then the vertices of /C(r, dn) coincides with the vertices of the r-
dimensional dn-sided array, i.e. the set X. Consider and embedding of K{r,dn)
into MT{r,d,n) with respect to X, s.t. the mapping <f) is the identical mapping
and the mapping ij) is defined by shortest paths. The embedding implies that

cgx()C(r,dn),MT(r,d,n)) = cgx>{Kdn,T(d,n)), (3.4)
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where Xf dénotes the set of leaves of T(<2, n), and the embedding of K^ into T(d, n)
with respect to X1 is the restriction of the original embedding. In this new embed-
ding, observe that an edge incident to the root of T(d, n) belongs to dn~1 (dn~dn~l)
shortest paths defined by this embedding and that this is the maximum over all
edges. Hence

cgx,(Kdn),T(d,n)) < dn~l(dn - dn~x). (3.5)

Moreover, a resuit of Nakano [8] implies

d(r+l)n
bw(JC(r,cT)) > • (3.6)

Finally, combining (3.2-3.5)and (3.6), we get the resuit. D
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